
A LITERARY ANALYSIS OF SISTER OF MY HEART

Change in the book Sister of My Heart In Sister of My Heart, tradition and change in India clash when it comes to views
on marriage. Lets start with a quick.

But her love for her sister does not falter, and she even refuses to elope for fear it would damage Anju's
reputation. Three mothers of Sudha along with herself shift themselves from their old Chatterjee house to a
new flat. Anju realizes India is not the ideal place for a single mother to raise a baby and wants better for her
friend. What does the ruby symbolize? In a unique structure that allows both girls to share alternating parts of
their story, Sudha and Anju describe their struggles with outdated Indian customs, the memories of their
fathers, arranged marriages, separation, in-laws, pregnancy, miscarriage and abortion. Whether in California,
Chicago, or Calcutta, women learn to adapt and, as a result, discover their own sense of self amidst joy and
heartbreak. Questions and Topics for Discussion 1. Also mixed in with these stories, are Bengali myths and
stories of the gods in the Hindu tradition. Anju and Sudha are inseparable, but different. The house the girls
grow up in is very unusual in that it is run by three women. As they mature, Anju dreams of college, Sudha of
children, but arranged marriages divide and thwart them. Anju is their daughter. Ultimately the two each feel
they have a reason that they are responsible for one another's happiness. It had nothing to do with my real life
as an immigrant woman in America. Are men portrayed positively or negatively in this book? We come across
many incidents where we get glimpses of the orthodox Indian culture. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy,
timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice.
Sudha's mother-in-law finds out that Sudha's child is a girl. This shift from old house to a flat also suggests a
transition from rigid culture to a modernized one. The mothers tell the girls that loving someone too much is
dangerous. She is tortured by her mother in law, Mrs. By the end of the novel, however, there are changes. So
in addition to Pishi and Gouri, there is Nalini, Sudha's mother. Once they both escape from school to cinema
house and that creates a big chaos. Women's friendships - Anju and Sudha's friendship is a deep one and
strongly developed in the novel. The friends discover they are pregnant at the same time and both seem finally
happy. Unlike many of the heroines in her works, Divakaruni chose her own husband, and she praises his
support for the work she does. In Sister of My Heart? She flies to the United States in order to avoid the
problem of social taboo and criticism that might trouble her and her daughter if they stay in India without her
husband. Marriage â€” Marriage is very important in Sister of My Heart. Even though there is no fault of the
woman, she is victimized. Love and sacrifice are also important issues in this novel. The essays in our library
are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. This is not so in case of
the boys.


